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Abstract—A robot needs to have adequate Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) support for operating as a human co-worker,
making its behaviour flexible and autonomous. Applications and
development methodology for collaborative robots (cobots) differ
substantially from the norm of traditional robot applications
marked by pre-programmed, repetitive tasks with well-defined
behaviours and little or no autonomy on the part of the robot.
We present a modular solution for application development
for cobots. Intelligent workspace monitoring, motion planning,
and re-planning make for essential solution components. Our
solution incorporates safety by design, imparts the robotic arm
a partly autonomous behaviour and is a step in the direction of
collaborative interactions with the arm. We implement perception
and planning as separate modules and demonstrate how these
modules integrate. The main focus of the work is the motion
planning component, developed in Robot Operating System
(ROS) and MoveIt. The proposed framework can receive multiple
goal points, monitor safety thresholds, and account for many
humans in the workspace modelled as dynamic obstacles. In
particular, we show path planning with obstacle avoidance and
report some performance measurement results of different built-
in planning algorithms.

Index Terms—collaborative robots, motion planning, sampling-
based planning, MoveIt.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several industries employed robots to improve produc-
tion volumes and acquire better precision and accuracy in
the overall production process. Traditional industrial appli-
cations (between the 1960s through 1990s) used robots for
simple repetitive tasks with well-defined, pre-programmed
behaviours. From the 2000s onwards, the development of
robotic technology is driven primarily by advancements in the
industrial Internet of Things (IoT) sensors [1][2], industrial
wireless communication protocols [3], and software, in partic-
ular, AI techniques such as Machine Learning (ML), to make
robots more autonomous. McMorris [4] and International
Federation of Robotics (IFR) [5] nicely outline important
milestones in technology development for robots. Typically,
a sequence of steps makes up an industrial process. Along the
process, human-robot interaction happens at defined points,
for instance, when loading or unloading items. Such cases
present obvious hazards due to the size of the robotic arm and

proximity of the human [6]. Typical industrial environments
confine robots to separate operation spaces isolated from
human workers and bring robot operation to a halt if a human
enters this space [7][8], safety being the primary concern.

A notable transition aims to position robots as co-workers
for humans. While robots have proven efficient with haz-
ardous, unpleasant or repetitive jobs, a complex process calls
for creative thinking, flexibility, decision making or adaptabil-
ity where the human role becomes crucial. When placed side-
by-side with humans, we need to equip robots with strong AI
making their behaviour nearly as skilful and flexible as that
of humans. We call this approach Human-Robot Collaboration
(HRC) [9]. To that end, we have cobots or collaborative robots
that include some integrated safety features, such as force-
limited joints and smooth surfaces to minimise impact hazards.
Computer vision or similar techniques [10][11] that detect the
presence of humans in the environment make for an essential
component of the application developed for cobots. Most
works on collaborative interactions concern safety aspects.
Rybski et al. [11] and Bdiwi et al. [12] identify zones based on
human position in the co-space and choose a safety operation
accordingly. The work in [10] turns a standard industrial robot
into a human-safe platform. It uses Light Emitting Diode
(LED) markers for actors in the workspace and thus poses
limitations for scalability and the presence of arbitrary persons
in the co-space. Safety being a baseline, our work further
explores task distributions using hierarchical task models and
is promising for large industrial settings.

We present a modular solution that incorporates safety by
design, imparts the robotic arm a partly autonomous behaviour,
and is a step towards collaborative interactions with the robotic
arm. We develop the work, in particular, for Universal Robot
manipulator UR5 [13]. Implementation is carried out within
ROS [14], using the motion planning framework MoveIt [15].
We define distinctly task planning and path planning. We
assume that target scenarios comprise specific task objectives
that we can discretize in granular operations. A task planner
automatically generates a graph (i.e., a hierarchical task model)
in which nodes constitute sub-tasks or atomic operations [16].
Thus, it encapsulates the different operation sequences that
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can fulfil a given task objective (root node of the graph).
If the operation’s actor is the robot, the task planner will
input the specific coordinates that the path planner employs
to compute a correct robot motion. For implementation, we
divide the activity into two parts, namely, perception and
planning. Perception provides the requisite vision information
to the system about the robot workspace and the available
objects, i.e., objects to manipulate, obstacles or humans. It
already encapsulates the task planning referred to earlier. Path
planning refers to robot motion planning that will take it
to a target point while avoiding collision with workspace
objects. We have decoupled the system making perception
and path planning separate modules. The path planner uses
the information provided by the perception module and guides
the movement of the robotic arm to the target position. The
work reported in this paper, in particular, encompasses mo-
tion planning. Having perception available as an independent
module takes off the significant computational effort of the
path planner. Conducting perception offline allows planners to
process the workspace more efficiently. Fig. 1 shows a high
level relationship of the main system components.

The presented work concerns industrial robotic arms or so-
called manipulators. In particular, the proposed ideas apply to
trajectory planning of UR5. The contributions of the paper are
as follows:
(a) We provide an overview of the collaboration approach

highlighting some aspects in which it differs from other
works.

(b) We describe in detail the development steps of the
motion planning component of our solution within ROS
and MoveIt and provide some results that validate the
implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
following section, we describe the tools and frameworks in
which we have developed our solution. Section III presents
the solution approach, i.e., how different modules integrate.
In Section IV, we detail the development steps of our method.
Section V presents some results from the implementation, in
particular, the motion planning. Finally, in Section VI, we
conclude the paper and indicate some future work directions.

II. TOOL SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPING A MOTION PLANNING
APPLICATION

In this section, we overview the main tools and framework
used to develop the motion planning for the robotic arm.

A. Robot Operating System (ROS)

ROS provides a flexible platform for writing software for
robots. Over the years, robot hardware, applications, and
capabilities have significantly grown. A typical robotic system
is complex, often combining several components that incor-
porate cameras, laser scanners, and odometry information.
A functional robot system must include code for sensing,
coordinate transforms, trajectory planning, navigation, hard-
ware abstraction, control and more. For individual engineers,
it becomes very challenging to cover each aspect of robot
software development and then seamlessly integrate it into a
complete system. ROS manages this complexity efficiently by
providing tools, libraries, and open packages for standard robot
functionality, allowing developers to reuse existing code from
the available repositories and focus on their project-specific
features. Such an approach lends fast and easy development
of working prototypes for testing and experimentation in a
simulated world, saving cost and time. Hardware interfaces
allow running the program on the real robot. ROS supports
C++ and Python for its API and Linux (Ubuntu) as its
platform.

Within ROS, roscore is the system core providing a
collection of nodes and programs. roscore contains three
main functional module suits, which are ROS Master,
Parameter Server and rosout logging node. The Mas-
ter provides name registration and lookup for the rest of
the nodes. The Parameter Server is a global key-value store
through which nodes can share configuration information.
node is the smallest unit of computation within ROS, i.e.,
an executable process. An application may distribute its
functionality across several nodes. ROS maintains a peer-
to-peer computation graph of ROS nodes which send and
receive messages over named channels called topics. A
package is the basic unit of ROS. It has the minimum
structure to develop an application. It contains the application-
specific configurations and launch files that allow running
nodes from the same package and other packages. Concerning
communication, there are different possibilities, i.e., topics,
services, or actions. Topics follow a publish-subscribe model
of asynchronous communication. Nodes publish to a topic to
send a message and subscribe to it to receive a message;
sender and receiver are decoupled. Service follows a request-
response paradigm where communication is bi-directional and
synchronized. The service client requests a service and the
server responds to the request. Action is similar to service,
however, it is used when the requested objective takes a long
time to complete and intermediate feedback is necessary. The
communication is asynchronous in this case (Fig. 2).

B. MoveIt

MoveIt is a set of software packages with specific capa-
bilities for mobile manipulation, such as kinematics, motion
planning and control, 3D perception and navigation. MoveIt
runs on top of ROS and builds on the ROS messaging
and build systems, and uses some of the common tools in
ROS, e.g., the ROS Visualizer (RViz) and the Unified Robot
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Fig. 2. ROS core communication system, and different message
communication modes between nodes (adapted from [17]).

Description Form (URDF). It uses plugins for most of its
functionality; motion planning (Open Motion Planning Library
(OMPL) [18] ), collision detection (default: Fast Collision
Library (FCL) [19], and kinematics (default: OROCOS Kine-
matics and Dynamics Library (KDL) for forward and inverse
kinematics for generic arms. A motion-planning framework
such as MoveIt aims to lower the barrier of entry to robotic
software. Additional to the underlying principle of code reuse
and easy customisation as in ROS, MoveIt has specific design
goals [20] primarily addressing the user-base without the
breadth of knowledge to customise each toolchain with the
right parameters or where time, effort or expertise needed
to integrate different software components into the robot are
considerable.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH - AN OVERVIEW

Our solution to collaborative motion planning comprises
three phases, namely perception, pre-planning and planning
phases. The perception and pre-planning phases involve scene
acquisition, voxelization of the workspace and generation of
atomic operations. The planning phase is the focus of this
work, which involves building collision-free paths between
given start and goal positions. Fig. 3 presents the overall
architecture of the motion-planning solution for collaborative
environments.

The output of the perception phase is a voxel grid. A voxel
represents a value on a regular grid in three-dimensional space,
useful for many applications such as Dynamic Roadmaps [21]
to create a mapping from an area in the workspace to states
in the configuration space. For efficient path planning with
obstacle avoidance and considering a collaboration scenario,

an intelligent monitoring system is inevitable [22][23]. The
present work uses the monitoring solution in [22]. We integrate
the voxel-based grid with the motion planner. The voxel-based
grid renders the entire scene of the collaborative environment
as a grid composed of cubes with a given dimension, known
as voxels. We can describe the granularity of the grid with the
size of one side of the cube. The resolution can be set higher
or lower by choosing the dimension of the unit cube in the
grid, i.e., for a higher resolution, we choose a smaller size of
the voxel, thus corresponding to more voxels in the grid, and
vice versa. The pre-planning phase can produce voxel grids
with varying degrees of information. A simple voxel grid is the
occupancy voxel grid, which will set a voxel 1 or 0 depending
if the corresponding workspace is free or occupied.

A. Mapping voxels to the system coordinates

A complementary framework loads the voxel grid into a
3d array within the planning solution in ROS and allows
us to access the position of each voxel. Fig. 4 shows an
overview of the approach. When the information is available,
we segment regions of interest in the workspace, i.e., obstacles
or humans. Corresponding voxels to such objects are occupied
in the grid. With the distinct regions available, we can use
specific algorithms to create bounding shapes around them,
e.g., bounding boxes or spheres. ROS / MoveIt needs key
dimensions, i.e., for a sphere it needs its radius and centre
point, to render objects of interest in the simulation or real
tests. Within MoveIt, we can calculate each point on the
robotic arm and in the workspace in reference to the planning
frame, which is the frame of the base-link of the arm, and
its origin is at position (0, 0, 0). In robotics, this frame is often
referred to as the world frame. With this information, and
knowing the dimensions of individual voxels and the hyper-
cube that represents the complete voxel grid, we map the
goal positions and obstacle positions from the voxel grid into
the MoveIt so that we can test path planning with obstacle
avoidance in real environments.

We define two structures, one representing a voxel-point
vp in the grid V G. The other structure represents a point rp
that we use to specify the position of any object within ROS,
so-called real-point. The notion vpi(x) gives the value of x
coordinate for ith voxel-point. Similarly, rpj(y) provides the
value of y coordinate for a real-point j. Let sz denote the
voxel size in the given V G, and let lx, ly, lz indicate the lower
limits on the voxel grid. Then, we can find the value of the
real coordinate points for a given voxel point, as shown in
equations (2)-(4). Considering that coordinates are expressed
in meters, we divide the final result by 100 in each case.

vp = (x, y, z) (1)

rpj(x) =


lx, if vpj(x) = 0

lx+ vpj(x)× sz

100
, otherwise

(2)
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Fig. 3. Path planning solution architecture and module relationship.
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Fig. 4. An overview of the preliminary approach for integration of
voxel grid within the planning solution.

rpj(y) =


ly, if vpj(y) = 0

ly + vpj(y)× sz

100
, otherwise

(3)

rpj(z) =


lz, if vpj(z) = 0

lz + vpj(z)× sz

100
, otherwise

(4)

In dynamic scenarios, the scene can change over time, and
the robotic arm must be able to plan accordingly. We can
input fresh voxel grids to the planning program with a certain
frequency. The refresh rate of the voxel grid depends on the
response time of the previous planning query. Currently, we
are looking into solutions to address this issue.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MOTION PLANNING SOLUTION

We detail the main steps required for manipulator con-
trol with ROS, including developing a model of the robot’s
physical structure, publishing coordinate transforms data and
applying standard algorithms, such as path planning. We have
used ROS industrial repositories of UR5 [24], in particular,
ur_modern_driver [25] to control the actual robotic arm.

A. Modeling the workcell with URDF

URDF is an XML format to describe the robot model in
ROS. The principal components describing a robot model are
the joints and links. The link component outlines the body
by its physical aspects (dimensions, position of origin, colour
etc.), and the joint describes the kinematic properties of the
connection (axis of rotation, type of joint, connected links
etc.). A joint connects two links, a parent link that precedes the
joint and a child link that follows the joint. Such a topology
makes a tree structure, where each link has precisely one
parent, but can have multiple child nodes.

For the robot to move, we set the joint type as revolute
and specify the axis around which the following child link
will rotate. The visual tag in the urdf file lends a visual
appearance to the respective element in the simulator. The
visual representation of an element could be specified by
primitive geometric shapes such as a box or a cylinder or
by using carefully created meshes such as COLLAborative
Design Activity (COLLADA) models. The urdf model of
UR5 used in this work uses meshes for defining visual com-
ponents. In particular, the urdf model describes parts of the
robot that do not change over time. Some examples include
the topology, the relation between links and joints, and the
complete link tree. Listing 1 shows part of the urdf model
of the UR5 robotic arm. The information in the urdf does
not depend on the robot 3d position. For the ROS system to
know about the robot model, a launch script loads the urdf
file to the Parameter Server; robot_description
is the name of the ROS parameter where the urdf file is
stored on the Parameter Server. This format allows us
to model other objects in the workspace, such as the table
where the robotic arm is mounted.

<link name="base_link">
<visual>
<geometry>
<mesh filename="package://ur_description/

meshes/ur5/visual/base.dae"/>
</geometry>
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<material name="LightGrey">
<color rgba="0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0"/>

</material>
</visual>
...

</link>
<joint name="shoulder_pan_joint" type="revolute">

<parent link="base_link"/>
<child link="shoulder_link"/>
<origin rpy="0.0 0.0 0.0" xyz="0.0 0.0

0.089159"/>
<axis xyz="0 0 1"/>

<limit effort="150.0" lower="-6.28318530718" upper
="6.28318530718" velocity="3.15"/>

<dynamics damping="0.0" friction="0.0"/>
</joint>

Listing 1. Part of UR5 urdf file.

We can use a command line tool check_urdf to check the
model validity. This tool attempts to parse the file and either
prints a description of the resulting kinematic chain or an error
message. Fig. 5 shows the output after running check_urdf
on the UR5 urdf model.

test.txt Thu Jan 05 14:31:43 2023 1

robot name is: myworkcell

---------- Successfully Parsed XML ---------------

root Link: world has 1 child(ren)

    child(1):  table

        child(1):  base_link

            child(1):  base

                child(1):  tool0_controller

            child(2):  shoulder_link

                child(1):  upper_arm_link

                    child(1):  forearm_link

                        child(1):  wrist_1_link

                            child(1):  wrist_2_link

                                child(1):  wrist_3_link

                                    child(1):  ee_link

                                    child(2):  tool0

Fig. 5. The link tree of UR5 manipulator mounted on a flat surface
’table’.

B. Creating the MoveIt pacakge based on URDF

The MoveIt Setup Assistant (MSA) provides a graphical
user interface for configuring a robot with MoveIt. It can
automatically set up the task pipeline for producing an initial
configuration quickly. Its main functions comprise generating
a Semantic Robot Description Format (SRDF) file, creating the
collision matrix of the robot and defining the planning groups.
The robot model URDF (section IV-A) is a prerequisite for the
MoveIt setup assistant. The configurations set by the assistant
include a self-collision matrix, planning group definitions,
robot poses, end effector semantics and virtual and passive
joints list. The first step of the Setup Assistant (SA) is the
generation of a self-collision matrix for the robot used in future
planning to speed up collision checking. This collision matrix
encodes pairs of links on a robot that we can safely discard
from collision checking due to the kinematic infeasibility of
a collision. We have modelled a flat table surface into the
work cell. The collision matrix, calculated at the initial step,
will now find which links are in collision accounting for the
table. Hence, the generated plans at runtime will only be made
in the reachable workspace, making the planning faster and
correct. The user can provide information on different motion

planning aspects in a step-by-step process. Virtual joints attach
the robot to the world. Planning groups semantically describe
parts of the manipulator, i.e., what constitutes a gripper or
which joints and links comprise an arm. MoveIt plans for a
group considering only the joints that belong to that group.
MSA allows adding certain fixed poses of the manipulator. We
can define query positions as the initial and goal configurations
of the manipulator, and end-effectors can be labelled. In the
last step, the MSA generates several configurations and launch
files that can be used inside a ROS package.

C. Planning and algorithms integration

On the planning side, we use MoveIt to integrate state-
of-the-art sample-based motion planning algorithms in our
solution. Using the motion planning APIs of MoveIt, the
MoveGroupInterface, we have implemented and tested
simple motions of the robotic arm. In particular, we can specify
either pose goals or joint-space goals. Pose goals define the
end-effector position in 3-d cartesian coordinates, whereas a
joint-space goal identifies a distinct final configuration for the
joints (given by individual joint angles). For both cases, we
can plan the movement of the robotic arm to the desired
goal. These tests have been done within the graphical sim-
ulator RViz and on the UR5 robotic arm. The Kinematics
solver and planner algorithm are the main components of a
motion-planning solution. MoveIt has built-in support for this
functionality; it uses plugins for computing kinematics and
path planning, Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [18]
for motion planning, and Kinematics and Dynamics Library
(KDL) for forward and inverse kinematics. In recent tests,
we have used trac_ik inverse kinematics solver [26] that
performs better in terms of its speed and success rate of
finding a solution (in a set of 10000 random tests, it was
10% more successful and solving time was about half than
KDL, on average [27]). In the OMPL library, we have ran-
dom sample-based planners such as Probabilistic RoadMaps
(PRM), Rapidly Exploring Random Trees (RRT), RRTConnect
etc. We have tested with PRM and RRTs in our work. The
framework allows us to add collision objects (obstacles) to the
workspace. Collision objects are geometric primitives such as
a box or a cylinder that we can easily define through their key
dimensions and 3d position. In this case, the planned trajectory
will avoid the obstacle or report failure when it cannot reach
the target configuration.

We organize different nodes into a launch file to run the
system. In Listing 2, we see an excerpt of the main ROS
launch file of the system.

<launch>
<rosparam command="load" file="$(find

liu_moveit_config)/config/joint_names.yaml"/>
<arg name="sim" default="true" />
<arg name="robot_ip" unless="$(arg sim)" />
<include file="$(find liu_moveit_config)/launch/

planning_context.launch" >
<arg name="load_robot_description" value="true"

/>
</include>
<group if="$(arg sim)">
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<include file="$(find industrial_robot_simulator)
/launch/robot_interface_simulator.launch" />

</group>
<group unless="$(arg sim)">
<include file="$(find ur_modern_driver)/launch/

ur5_bringup_compatible.launch" >
<arg name="robot_ip" value="$(arg robot_ip)"/>

</include>
</group>
<group if="$(arg sim)">
<node name="robot_state_publisher" pkg="

robot_state_publisher" type="
robot_state_publisher" />

</group>

...

...

</launch>

Listing 2. moveit_planning_execution.launch file to
bring up UR5.

V. EVALUATIONS

In this section, we report the results from system execution.
In particular, we present an analysis of the nodes’ communi-
cation graph, the performance of different planning algorithms
and an experiment with path planning and obstacle avoidance.

A. ROS computation graph

The program can be tested in RViz as well as on the robotic
arm by simply setting sim:=true or false in the following
command which launches the main script from Listing 2.

roslaunch liu_moveit_config
moveit_planning_execution.launch
sim:=false robot_ip:=192.168.0.103

Besides Listing 2, we run other nodes, i.e., for publishing
goal positions, or the coordinate points of the bounding boxes
for dynamic obstacles such as humans. Fig. 6 shows the
ROS graph of our application. The developed motion planning
node CMotionPlanner receives a target pose on topic
sp1_pose, whereas, it receives coordinates for the human
bounding box on topic chatter. The primary node provided
by MoveIt is the move_group node which serves as an in-
tegrator pulling individual components together. It loads three
kinds of information from ROS param server: URDF of
the work cell in robot_description parameter, SRDF
of the work cell in robot_description_semantic
parameter, and different configurations created by MSA for
kinematics, trajectory control. ur_driver node publishes
the real-time joint states on /joint_states and robot_-
state_publisher converts the /joint_states mes-
sages to corresponding /tf messages. It looks at the urdf
of the robot and listens on the joint_state messages.
It then calculates where each link of the robot is and then
broadcasts it to the rest of the system on tf, which is sub-
scribed by move_group too. Thus, it handles the common
task of computing forward kinematics. Finally, the move_-
group node talks to the controller on the robot using the

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.

pose goal joint-space goal
algorithm states time (s) states time (s)

no obstacle

PRM 1412 5.002649 1417 5.005281
PRMstar 868 5.001812 847 5.004916

RRT 12 0.039855 11 0.042702
RRTstar 2159 5.002191 2227 5.009980

RRTconnect 4 0.034107 7 0.035261

obstacle

PRM 1552 5.003105 1568 5.002542
PRMstar 992 5.009589 972 5.013361

RRT 10 0.042280 26 0.062595
RRTstar 1856 5.024425 1792 5.001743

RRTconnect 5 0.028506 6 0.034078

FollowJointTrajectoryAction interface by publish-
ing a goal point on follow_joint_trajectory/goal.

B. Planning with obstacle

In this experiment, we use the PRMstar algorithm. We
consider a pose goal given by the configuration vector
{−0.1304, 0.43455, 0.19730, 1.41,−2.46,−4.88} where the
first three elements indicate the position and the last three
indicate the orientation of the end-effector. We test the motion
of the UR5 arm to this goal configuration in the presence and
absence of an obstacle. The obstacle is a human bounding
box with the following vertices’ coordinates (0.046, 0.95, 0.6),
(0.046, 0.48, 0.6), (0.046, 0.95,−0.59), (0.046, 0.48,−0.59),
(−0.03, 0.95, 0.6), (−0.03, 0.48, 0.6), (−0.03, 0.95,−0.59),
(−0.03, 0.48,−0.59). Fig. 7 shows the results for this test.
Fig. 7 (a) depicts the case with no obstacle and start (yellow)
and goal positions of the robotic arm. In Fig. 7 (b), we see the
path trail that UR5 follows to reach the goal position in the
absence of an obstacle. Fig. 7 (c) and (d) show the collision
object in the workspace and the path trail. Notice that the arm
follows a different path to avoid the obstacle. For case (b), the
algorithm creates 808 roadmap states and the solution is found
in 4.998913s. For cases (c) and (d), the algorithm creates 835
roadmap states and the solution is found in 5.014565s.

C. Performance of planning algorithms

We measure the performance of some sample-based motion-
planning algorithms, namely PRM, PRMstar, RRT, RRTstar,
and RRTconnect. Similar to the last experiment, we consider
two cases, i.e., with and without an obstacle. Table I lists
the results. RTConnect performs the best with the minimum
number of states in all the experiments. RRTConnect uses two
RRTs, one rooted at the source and another rooted at the goal
point, and seeks to grow both trees until they get connected,
thus finding the path. This methodology leads to faster solution
time.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Application development for robots is a challenging task
with several dimensions, i.e., motion planning, scene acqui-
sition, and control. A modular approach can cope with such
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Fig. 6. rqt_graph view of the nodes and topics involved in actuating the model.

complexity. We showed how we could combine independently
developed components namely perception and planning. In
particular, we showed how we modelled the proposed solution
architecture. ROS is a popular platform that offers open-source
packages for different aspects of robot software development.
We detailed the steps required to model a motion planning
application within ROS and its motion planning framework
MoveIt. Since the planner is not responsible for mapping
free and occupied spaces, there is an efficiency benefit,
especially for static scenarios. The paper focused on the
motion planning aspect. We presented the ROS communication
graph of the running system, validating the presence of all
system components as indicated by respective nodes and their
communication topics. For space limitation, we did not present
additional capabilities of our solution, e.g., safety tracking
and re-planning. Our results showed that the manipulator
successfully adapts the trajectory in the presence of obstacles.
Due to its unique strategy for exploring configuration space,
RRTConnect performed better as a path planner in different
test cases.

A complete work cell can be modelled in a urdf, containing
the static objects. Thus, all the modelled objects are checked
when generating a self-collision matrix. At run-time, the
configuration space to be checked when planning trajectories
is smaller, and hence the faster solution. This will be part of
future work. We also plan to prepare a case study based on a
collaborative assembly operation that involves all components
of our proposed approach and demonstrates its efficacy.
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